
How Many Died?
When an accident such as Fukushima, Chernobyl
or Three Mile Island happen there are always very
large differences in the number of deaths. For
example estimates for Chernobyl the ICRP give a
figure of about 4,000 cancer deaths. Other studies
give figures of 400,000 to 1 million.
The ICRP Figures
The official figures are calculated in the following
way:
• Estimate the amount of radioactivity released

and the resulting dose to the population.
• Apply the standard risk model derived from the

Hiroshima study and calculate the number of
expected cancer deaths.

• If studies find larger number of deaths then
these must be due to some other cause. These
have included “overuse of alcohol and tobacco,
and unprotected promiscuous sexual activity”
for Chernobyl.

Other Studies
Despite the problems in measuring the affects of a small risk over a large population there have
been many studies that show a significant increase in the death rate following incidents such as
Chernobyl and Three Mile Island as well as around nuclear power stations and reprocessing
plants.
Many of the authors of such studies conclude that the increased deaths are due to radiation. Other
people deny this since the results do not fit the theoretical calculations based on the Hiroshima
model.

"the excesses around Sellafield and Dounreay are unlikely to be due to chance,
although there is not at present a convincing explanation for them"

Committee on Medical Aspects of Radiation in the Environment

Effects of  Low Doses
Low levels of radiation are known to cause a large number of serious health effects. However this
subject is very contentious. The International Committee on Radiological Protection (ICRP) say
that the risk is 0.05 per Sievert. This is mainly based on the study of victims of the Hiroshima
bombing. 

What Is The Problem?
Although it would be good to have one measurement (a ‘dose’ measured in Sieverts) at low levels
it is doubtful if this is useful or even has any meaning at all. 

Some of the problems with the current dose model include:
• There are many different radioactive elements which have different biological effects - for

example Iodine is aborbed by the thyroid gland and is know to cause thyroid cancer. If it was
just the ‘dose’ that was important then people in Japan would not be issued with Iodine tables.

• The ‘dose’ concept also averages out the radioactivity over the whole body. A highly radioactive
particle lodged in the lungs is treated as the same as the equivalent level of radiation spread
over the whole body. It has been likened to treating a cigarette burn and a bath the same since
they both deliver the same amount of heat.

• Since the ‘dose’ is related to the energy aborsbed low energy emitters such as tritium require
many more disintigrations for the same dose. The Advisory Group on Ionising Radiation has
proposed that tritium be considered twice as dangerous in the ICRP dose model.

For low levels of radiation the concept of
‘dose’ is meaningless. 

The ICRP still use the ‘dose’ concept
since they cannot find a single

measurement that is better. However
Jack Valentin from the ICRP admit that
they may be out by a factor of 10 or even

100 for internal emitters.
Another problem is the complex nature of
health effects such as cancer. Susceptability to
such illnesses depend on age, genetics, overall
health etc. When trying to measure small
increases over a large population these
‘confounding factors’ make analysis difficult.
We cannot do justice to the different arguments
here. However, it is generally accepted that no
level of radiation should be considered safe
including natural background radiation. 
Why take the risk with nuclear power
when there are cleaner, cheaper, safer

alternatives?

Is there a level at which
radiation is ‘safe’?

Cancer and many other illnesses are not caused
by any one single factor be it smoking or

radiation. Being exposed to radiation or cigarette
smoke won’t necessarily give you cancer but will

increase the risk.

Risk, Dose and HealthRisk, Dose and Health

Power For The People,Power For The People,
Not Profits For The FewNot Profits For The Few

Risk
We constantly live with risk and there is nothing that we do that is not without risk.

Who Is At Risk
The number of people at risk is very important. A small risk for a large number of people may be
seen as more important that a large risk for a smaller number of people. 
For example if we take a risky with 100 people in 100,000 dying every year then if only 10 people
were exposed to that risk then one person would die every hundred years. If the whole of the
population of the UK were exposed to this risk this would lead to 65,000 people dying every year.
Why Have The Risk
Is the risk avoidable? What are the benefits of taking the risk? It is well known that having an X-
Ray in hospital does pose a very slight risk. However, you have a choice and you may feel that the
benefits outweigh the risks.
Some people do dangerous sports such as hang gliding. It is their choice to take that risk and they
are unlikely to kill anyone else but themselves.
Statistically you are more likely to get killed walking home when drunk than driving. However,
understandably, drunk driving is seen as worse since you are more likely to kill or injure someone
else.
Probability and Consequences
We are often told that certain accidents can ‘never happen’. This is not true. A monkey at a
typewriter may eventually write a complete Jeffery Archer novel - it is possible but is highly unlikely.
We also need to know what the consequences of the accident would be. A major accident at a
nuclear power station could have enourmous consequences (Chernobyl and Fukushima could
have been a lot worse). Such accidents should only have a very small probability i.e. they would
only happen on average every million or tens of millions of years.
It may be acceptable to have a higher probability of accidents with much smaller consequences..
Car crashes can have a higher probability than plane crashes.
An accident that is likely to kill 100 people that has a probability of once every hundred years can
be treated the same as an accident that kills one person and has the probability of once every
year.

Deaths per 100,000
Offshore Fishers 141.7
Aircraft Pilots 87.8
Electrical Power Workers 34.0
Car Accident (UK) 5.9

Measuring Radiation
There are many different sorts of ionising radiation the most common of which are alpha, beta and
gamma radiation. Although they can all cause biological damage they have very different
properties. 
Bequerels
This is the number of disintigrations per second and can be thought of as the amount of radiation.
However since different type of radiation have different amounts of energy the unit does not relate
well to health effects, particularly at high doses.
Grays
A gray is the amount of energy from radiation that is absorbed by one kilogramme of matter. It is,
however, known that different type of radiation have different health effects even when the same
amount of energy is absorbed per kilogramme. 
Sievert
To adjust for the differing effects of the various forms of ionising radiation the amount of energy
absorbed per kilogramme (the gray) is multiplied by a weighting factor. Gamma and Beta radiation
have a weighting factor of 1 while alpha radiation has a weighting factor of 20 - i.e. alpha radiation
is thought to be 20 times more dangerous than beta or gamma radiation.
The Sievert is a very large dose of radiation so they often measure it in thousandths of a Sievert
(called a milli sievert- mSv) or a millionth of a Sievert (called a micro sievert -  µSv).
1 Sv = 1,000 mSv = 1,000,000 µSv
Hourly and Yearly Dosage
Almost without exception the media have confused hourly and yearly dosage.
Normal background radiation is about 2.5mSv per year. You can read in some press reports that
the readings of 250mSv per hour (at Fukushima levels of 1000mSv – i.e. 1Sv – have been
reported) is 100 times background. THIS IS WRONG.
250mSv per hour = 250 x 24 x 365 = 2,190,000mSv = 876,000 times normal background.
It makes a big difference if you are exposed to the radiation all in one day or if it is spread out over
a year. However the exact relationship between exposure times and health effects has not been
established.

Annual Dose Equivalent Hourly Dose Number of excess
deaths per 100,000*

General Public 1 mSv/a 0.11 µSv/hr 5
Nuclear Workers in UK 20 mSv/a 2.28 µSv/hr 50
Emergency Limit 250 mSv/a 28.54 µSv/hr 1250
* ICRP estimate of 0.05 cancers per Sievert

Acute Radiation Poisoning
Large doses of radiation will have immediate health effects. Although the relationship to dose is
not totally understood there is no controversy over the fact that high levels of radiation - more than
a few millisieverts per day - are best avoided

..... There are important concerns with respect to the heterogeneity of dose delivery within
tissues and cells from short-range charged particle emissions, the extent to which current models
adequately represent such interactions with biological targets, and the specification of target cells
at risk. Indeed, the actual concepts of absorbed dose become questionable, and sometimes
meaningless, when considering interactions at the cellular and molecular levels.
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“These are theoretical calculations
based on the Hiroshima model that you

say that if you have a certain
radioactivity you know from Hiroshima
that so and so many would die from it...”

Hans Blix, Head of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (1981-1997)

Data Source: Stephen Wing et al. (1997). "A Re-Evaluation of Cancer Incidence Near the Three Mile Island Nuclear
Plant". Environmental Health Perspectives (Brogan & Partners) 105 (1): 52–57. doi:10.2307/3433062ICRP ?

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) is an advisory body providing
recommendations and guidance on radiation protection


